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Luxury stocks suffer as China cracks down on travelers' purchases

Shares of luxury-goods makers are feeling the pressure of a crackdown by Chinese authorities on undeclared luxury
goods brought home by travelers, reports Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire story on Bloomberg

Tesla's sales in the US are gaining on BMW and other luxury car makers

Tesla Inc. domestic sales are closing in on U.S. sales of storied luxury trio Lexus, BMW and Mercedes-Benz, and
have zoomed past U.S. sales for Audi and Acura, among other car brands, according to Market Watch.

Click here to read the entire story on Market Watch

How Vogue is selling access

The second annual Forces of Fashion conference mixed fashion fans with designers and editors. Next up? An
exclusive membership club designed to leverage Vogue's community of editors into a new stream of revenue, says
Business of Fashion.

Click here to read the entire story on Business of Fashion

Touring America in an RV that is basically a 5-star hotel

Affluent and adventurous retirees (and soon-to-be retirees) hit the road in Class A motorhomes with plenty of
comfortsand a fuel bill that rivals a small mortgage, per the Wall Street Journal.

Click here to read the entire story on the Wall Street Journal
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